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Preferred Citation
Acquisition
Assembled by the staff at the GLBT Historical Society.
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Arrangement
Arranged alphabetically by interviewee's last name.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Oral history

Adrian Brooks interview 3/18/1980
Adrian Brooks interviewed by Paul Gabriel 1998
Scope and Content Note

Agar Jaicks interviewed by Scott Bishop 2/20/1990
Al Mann interviewed by Jim Duggins 8/10/1995
Alan Wiley interview 3/18/1995
Aleshia Brevard Crenshaw interviewed by Susan Stryker 8/2/1997
Scope and Content Note
transgender, transsexuality, Memphis, Los Angeles, female impersonators, Finocchios, 1960s, 1970s, Harry Benjamin

Alfred Peacock interview 2/4/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Alicia McCarthy interviewed by Jennifer Stocker 5/15/2001
Scope and Content Note
Art

Alison H. Kaiser interviewed by Lindsey Peregoff 10-28-05
Scope and Content Note
Lesbian, photography.

Allen (Howard Buckley) interviewed by Jim Duggins 10/14/1994 - 10/15/1994
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Allen (pseudonym) interviewed by Jim Duggins 10/14/1994 - 10/15/1994
Scope and Content Note

Scope and Content Note
Interview with Allen Berube, Jeffrey Escoffier, Amber Hollibaugh, and Bill Walker about the San Francisco Lesbian and Gay History Project. Filed under 'San Francisco Lesbian and Gay History Project'

Andrew Canepa interviewed by Terence Kissack 8/12/2000
Scope and Content Note
gay male, Colorado, religion, Christianity, MCC

Anna Kuperberg interviewed by Lindsey Peregoff 11-3-04
Scope and Content Note
Lesbian, photography.

Anonymous (Court Reporter) interviewed by Alan B?rub? 7/17/80
Scope and Content Note
Interviewee was a court reporter for people who were court martialed during World War II, many of whom were accused of being homosexual.

Arbitrator (Stephen Blair) interviewed by Allan Berube 11/18/1982
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Scope and Content Note
Events: Stonewall Riots, Briggs Initiative, March on Washington People: Arthur Bell, John Lindsay (New York Mayor), Dick Cavett, Harvey Milk, Harry Hay Processes/themes: witchcraft, education, childhood, family heritage, ethnicity, Christianity, religion, aging, race, zaps, gay male gender roles, counterculture, AIDS, writing, literature Places: Brown University, Greenwich Village, Manhattan, Haight-Ashbury, Castro neighborhood Groups: Gay Liberation Front (GLF), Gay Activists Alliance (GAA), Bay Area Gay Liberation (BAGL), Radical Faeries

Scope and Content Note
New York, aging, Hal Call

Arthur Winstead interviewed by Allan Berube 2/11/1993
Scope and Content Note
contains only a one-minute statement by Winstead stating his opposition to gays in the military

Azina Cooper interviewed by Lee Jenkins 1997
Scope and Content Note
military, lesbian, Bill Clinton

B J Miller interview 3/3/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Barbara Smith interview 1/13/1991
Scope and Content Note
Kitchen Table Press, publishing, literature

Barbie Painter interviewed by Susie Bright 1/1995
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, sadomasochism

Ben Small interview 2/8/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Ben Small interviewed by Allan Berube 7/22/1980
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Bernice Ybarra Miller interviewed by Marie Dolcini 3/25/1995
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, 1950s, North Beach, bar culture

Betty (pseudonym) Smith interviewed by Allan Berube 3/18/1984
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military
Betty Boreen interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note
White Horse Inn bar patron starting in the 1950s. Oakland. Lesbian.

Betty Deran interviewed by Len Evans 5/7/1983
Scope and Content Note
1950s, military, lesbian

Beverly Hickok and Doreen Brand interviewed by Sharon Lutz 10/5/1994
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, military

Bill (William) Owens interviewed by Jim Duggins 12/31/1994
Scope and Content Note
gay male, 1950s

Bill Beardemphal and John DeLeon interviewed by Paul Gabriel 8/11/1997
Scope and Content Note
Groups: Society for Individual Rights (SIR), Coits, Cockettes People: Mark Forrester, Jim Foster, Ray Broshears, Charles Pierce Processes/themes: Advocate magazine beginnings, religion, bar raids in New York, gay liberation, policing, bar culture, 1960s, 1970s, homophile
Places: New York, Haight-Ashbury, Gordons, Big Basket Events: Sirlebrity Capades, Beaux Arts Ball, Gay Pride Parades

Bill Beardemphal interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/17/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Bill DeVeau interviewed by Allan Berube 11/10/1985
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Bill Grove interviewed by Jim Duggins 8/1/1995 - 8/22/1995
Scope and Content Note
Oakland, 1950s, 1960s, military

Scope and Content Note
education, 1940s, 1950s, UCLA, relationships, gay male

Bill Jones interviewed by Terence Kissack 4/2001
Scope and Content Note
1950s, 1960s, bar culture, religion, homophile

Bill Plath interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/18/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Bill Plath interviewed by Paul Gabriel 4/18/1997
Scope and Content Note
bar culture, 1960s, homophile
Scope and Content Note
Processes/themes: sexual identification, sexual experiences, adolescence, sexual harassment, volunteerism, AIDS, race
Groups: Shanti, ACT-UP, Queer Nation
Places: Millbrook
People: Timothy Leary, Langston Hughes, Marlon Riggs

Scope and Content Note
1940s, 1950s, 1960s, gay male, labor

Bob Hart interviewed by Jim Duggins 1/12/1995 - 1/19/1995
Scope and Content Note
Chicago, gay male

Bob Jeppeson interviewed by Paul Gabriel 8/15/1995
Scope and Content Note
North Beach

Bob McDonald interviewed by Allan Berube 5/17/1983
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Bob Ross interviewed by Paul Gabriel 3/14/1998
Scope and Content Note
media, gay male, homophile, 1950s, 1960s, activism

Bob Ruffing interviewed by Allan Berube 5/14/1980
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Bobbi (Robert) Lacey interviewed by Helene Fischer 3/14/1999
Scope and Content Note
Fresno, rural, family, AIDS

Scope and Content Note
gay male, religion, Imperial Court

Scope and Content Note
People: Grace Moore, EK Johnson, Orvis Bryant
Processes/themes: Uncles project, sense of community, AIDS, 1940s, 1950s
Events: University of Missouri raid
Places: YMCA, St. Louis

Bruce (pseudonym) Roberts interviewed by Allan Berube 5/23/1983
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Bruce Lee interview 2/19/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Lee interviewed by Allan Berube</td>
<td>5/28/1980</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Lee interviewed by Arthur Dong</td>
<td>3/12/1993</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Lee interviewed by Arthur Dong</td>
<td>6/17/1993</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burt (Gerrits) Gerrits interviewed by Arthur Dong and Allan Berube</td>
<td>6/17/1993</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burt Gerritts interviewed by Allan Berube</td>
<td>2/9/1980</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burt Miller interviewed by Allan Berube</td>
<td>1/19/1982</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttwinick Larry interviewed by Martin Meeker</td>
<td>2-25-04 and 3-1-04</td>
<td>Imperial Court, Drag Queens, 1950s, 1960s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byer Jacqueline interviewed by Alan B?rub?</td>
<td>December 1984</td>
<td>WWII, military, military photography, military sports, Gay Watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canyon Sam interviewed by Nina Jo Smith</td>
<td>1/19/1994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Williams interviewed by Lindsey Peregoff</td>
<td>10-22-05</td>
<td>Lesbian, photography, African-American, Los Angeles, acting, 1970s, coming out, Catholic, gay relatives, body representation, photograph historian, New York Public Library, working, museums, archives, freelance artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmelita Nass interviewed by Bob Davis</td>
<td>10/28/1996</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey Lee, female impersonators, drag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrington Boggan interviewed by Mike Hippler</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>military, air force, gay male, legal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Castro John interviewed by Steve Estes 7/2/2003
Scope and Content Note
military, 1970s, Vietnam, electric shock, therapy, drug use in the military

Catherine Parker and Lee Miller interviewed by Lee Jenkins 7/26/1993
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, military

Cathy Lee Prochazka interviewed by Susie Bright 12/3/1994
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, sexuality, sadomasochism

Celeste Newbrough interviewed by Marie Kochaver 4/4/2001
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, 1970s, feminism, activism

Chal Cochrane and Tom Rolfsen interviewed by Paul Gabriel 3/27/1997
Scope and Content Note
gay male, 1950s, Mattachine Society, homophile, Harry Hay, Hal Call

Charles (Chuck) Lewis interviewed by Paul Gabriel February- August 1997
Scope and Content Note
Homophile, CRH, SIR, Mattachine, Citizen's Alert, Daughters of Bilitis, Glide Memorial Church, Glide Night Ministry, Tenderloin, Haight-Ashbury, North Beach, North Beach Ministry, youth, transsexual

Charles Delgado interviewed by Roland Schembari 9/24/1998
Scope and Content Note
gay male, Oakland, ethnicity

Charles Gilman interviewed by Allan Berube 1/20/1981
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Charles Moos interviewed by Allan Berube 2/12/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Charlotte Coleman interview 2/16/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Charlotte Coleman interviewed by Paul Gabriel 1997
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, bar culture, 1950s, 1960s, legal issues, homophile

Charlotte McLeod interviewed by Susan Stryker 8/22/02
Scope and Content Note
Charlotte McLeod was the second North American, after Christine Jorgensen, to undergo sex reassignment surgery in Denmark. McLeod was a transexual woman from Tennessee who spent much of her life in California. She was acquainted with Harry Benjamin and worked with Donald Laub at Stanford University.
Charlotte Thompson interviewed by Jim Breeden 8/25/1995
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco, lesbian, 1950s, 1960s

Cherrie Moraga interview 4/3/1991
Scope and Content Note
Latina, poetry, chicana

Chloe Atkins interviewed by Lindsey Peregoff 11-5-04
Scope and Content Note
Lesbian, photography.

Chris Cooper interviewed by Lee Jenkins 2/10/1994
Scope and Content Note
Military, lesbian, CIA

Chuck Rowland interviewed by Allan Berube 3/19/1984
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Chuck Tarrance interviewed by Allan Berube 3/13/1984
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Claire Garoutte interviewed by Susie Bright 12/1994

Clark Estes interview 2/17/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Clark Estes interviewed by Arthur Dong 2/28/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Clark Estes interviewed by Arthur Dong 5/2/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Clyde Evans interviewed by Allan Berube and Eric Garber 4/12/1983
Scope and Content Note
Bohemianism, literature, 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, Clarkson Crane

Scope and Content Note
People: Clarkson Crane, Omar Khayyam Places: Placer County, Auburn, Michigan Bluff, Grass Valley, Oakland, Berkeley, UC Berkeley, North Beach, Monkey Block Processes/themes: family heritage, ethnicity, mining, sexual awakening, sexual experiences, masturbation, education, race, childhood, 1920s, 1930s, Works Progress Administration (WPA) Events: World War I, 1918 Flu Epidemic

Conrad LeRoy Gilmore interviewed by Gerry Morgan May 22, 2002
Scope and Content Note
Conrad LeRoy Gilmore was an early participant in gay Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). Morgan was a student in Ruth Mahaney’s Gay/Lesbian American History class at City College.
Corey Adams interview 6/5/1984
Cornelis Thomas Van Aalst interviewed by Terence Kissack 10/22/2000
Scope and Content Note
Netherlands, migration, religion, AIDS

Craig Daley interviewed by Paul Gabriel 2/18/1995
Scope and Content Note
Nebraska, gay male, Midwest, North Beach, bar culture

Craig Daley interviewed by Paul Gabriel 2/18/1995
Scope and Content Note
North Beach

Craig Richmond interviewed by Paul Gabriel 6/16/1998
Scope and Content Note
midwest, religion, gay male, 1970s, Castro

Dana Cooper interviewed by Melody Knox 1999
Scope and Content Note
Fresno, rural, lesbian

Daniel Goldstein interviewed by Peter Toscani 5/21/1996
Scope and Content Note
ethnicity, activism, Santa Cruz, AIDS

Scope and Content Note
1970s, 1980s, gay male, arts, photography, Harvey Milk

David and Lansing Bailey Gregory interviewed by Allan Berube 7/9/1980
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

David Barrett interviewed by Allan Berube 2/22/1983
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

David Barrett interviewed by Arthur Dong 6/18/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

David Barrett interviewed by Arthur Dong and Allan Berube 3/13/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military
David Chapa interviewed by Lee Jenkins 7/14/1993
Scope and Content Note
military, gay male

David Harrell interviewed by Terence Kissack 7/2/2000
Scope and Content Note
1960s, homophile, Polk Street

David Harrell interviewed by Terence Kissack 8/13/2000
Scope and Content Note
1960s, homophile, Polk Street, religion

Scope and Content Note
bar culture, entertainment, performers

David Lust interview unknown
Scope and Content Note
pornography, gay male

David Olson (Everett Erlandson) interviewed by Jim Duggins 8/6/1994
Scope and Content Note
youth, gay male, adolescence, relationships

Dawn Lewis interviewed by Susie Bright 1/1995
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, ethnicity, On Our Backs

Dawn McCausland interviewed by Mary Gray 3/18/1995
Scope and Content Note
queer youth

Dean Goodman interviewed by Roland Schembari 1/14/1999
Scope and Content Note
performance, arts, 1950s, 1960s, 1970s

Debra Du Brandt (or DuBondt) interviewed by Lee Jenkins 7/13/1993
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, military

Della Grace interviewed by Susie Bright 11/1994
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, relationships, sexuality, sadomasochism, transgender

Dennis Saxman interviewed by Jim Duggins 8/4/1995
Scope and Content Note
pornography, gay male, photography, 1950s, physique magazines

Desiree Thompson interviewed by Mark Fan 3/29/2001
Scope and Content Note
Thompson is the partner of Trinity Ordona
Scope and Content Note
1950s, 1960s, bar culture, homophile, Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)

Don Bachardy interviewed by Jeffrey Escoffier 8/14/1997
Scope and Content Note
artists, painters

Scope and Content Note
gay male, homophile, activism, politics, Tenderloin

Don Lucas interviewed by Susan Stryker 6/13/1997
Scope and Content Note
transgender, Tenderloin, activism, sexology

Scope and Content Note
1950s, 1960s, Chicago

Donna Jackson interviewed by Lee Jenkins 7/17/1993
Scope and Content Note
military, lesbian

Dr. Allan Thompkins (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 3/13/1986
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Scope and Content Note
1960s, 1970s, military, midwest

Duwel Patricia interviewed by Steve Estes 06-24-03
Scope and Content Note
Veterans

Ed Burrows interviewed by Allan Troxler 11/13/1987
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Edd Dundas interviewed by Duane Kendrick 9/26/1995
Scope and Content Note
Salt Lake City, gay male, 1960s, 1940s, 1950s

Edie (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 3/16/1984
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Edie Slinger interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note
White Horse Inn bar patron starting in the 1970s. Oakland. Lesbian.
Edna Rostow interviewed by Allan Berube 5/1/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Edna Rostow interviewed by Allan Berube 3/17/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Edna Rostow interviewed by Arthur Dong 3/31/1994
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Scope and Content Note
gay male, migration, 1940s, 1950s, 1960s, North Beach

Ellen Evans interviewed by Susie Bright 1995
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, pornography, family, education, coming-out, psychiatry, arts, photography

Elliot Blackstone interviewed by Susan Stryker 11/6/1996
Scope and Content Note
Processes/themes: policing, transgender, law enforcement, public relations, transsexuality People: Frank Ahearn, Tom Cahill, Mark Forrester, Hal Call, Harry Benjamin, Reed Erickson, Louise Ergestrasse, Jerry Durkin, Joel Fort, Sally Gearhart, Ray Broshears Events: Gayola scandal, California Hall, Drag balls Groups: Mattachine Society, Erickson Foundation, Council on Religion and the Homosexual (CRH), California Association of Transsexuals, Conversion Our Goal (COG), San Francisco Police Department, Glide Memorial Church Places: Tenderloin

Elwood Burton (Burt) Gerrits interviewed by Arthur Dong 4/9/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Elwood Burton (Burt) Gerrits interviewed by Arthur Dong 3/13/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Elwood Burton (Burt) Gerrits interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note
White Horse Inn bar patron starting in the 1940s. Oakland. University of California, Berkeley.

Elwood Burton (Burt) Gerrits interviewed by Jim Duggins 10/28/1994
Scope and Content Note
bar culture, 1940s, military, 1950s, 1960s

Elwood Burton (Burt) Gerrits interviewed by Reid Condit 1/11/1995
Scope and Content Note
bar culture, 1940s, military, 1950s, 1960s

Elwood Burton (Burt) Gerrits interviewed by Roland Schembari 4/2/1999
Scope and Content Note
relationships, WWII, AIDS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewer 1</th>
<th>Interviewer 2</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Erik Chang</strong> interviewed by Mary Gray</td>
<td></td>
<td>3/18/1995</td>
<td>queer youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ernie Potvin</strong> interviewed by Allan Berube</td>
<td></td>
<td>3/13/1983</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eugene Carles</strong> interviewed by Jim Duggins</td>
<td></td>
<td>6/17/1994 - 6/20/1994</td>
<td>gay male, military, 1950s, bar culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evander Smith</strong> interviewed by Paul Gabriel</td>
<td></td>
<td>9/17/1996</td>
<td>Homophile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evelyn Lowell</strong> interviewed by Allan Berube</td>
<td></td>
<td>6/16/1986</td>
<td>World War II, military, theater, This is the Army, Hollywood, Camp Upton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evie Turner</strong> interviewed by Ida Red</td>
<td></td>
<td>11-30-03</td>
<td>Lesbian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ezra Stone</strong> interviewed by Allan Berube</td>
<td></td>
<td>2/10/1993</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ezra Stone</strong> interviewed by Arthur Dong and Allan Berube</td>
<td></td>
<td>2/20/1993</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fitch Ron</strong> interviewed by Daniel Nicoletta</td>
<td></td>
<td>8/2/2005</td>
<td>sex worker, model, Oakland, San Francisco, Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fran Hallock</strong> interviewed by Alice</td>
<td></td>
<td>2/8/1993</td>
<td>World War II, military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Francine Logandice</strong> interviewed by Susan Stryker</td>
<td></td>
<td>11/10/1997</td>
<td>transgender, transsexuality, bar culture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Frank Gelbman interviewed by Allan Berube 2/12/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Frank Gelbman interviewed by Allan Berube 2/14/1984
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Frank Jacober interview 3/1/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Frank Jacober interviewed by Allan Berube 4/21/1985
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Frank Robinson interviewed by Burt Gabler 9/22/1995 - 10/13/1995
Scope and Content Note
Military, gay male, religion, literature, Chicago

Franklin Kameny interviewed by Dori Friend 1994
Scope and Content Note
Military, homophile

Fred Bird interviewed by Paul Gabriel 10/17/1998
Scope and Content Note
Homophile, religion

Fred Thayer interviewed by Allan Berube 5/25/1983
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Garnet Brennan interviewed by Allan Berube and Joanne Castillo 2/21/1982
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Gary Alinder interviewed by Paul Gabriel 7/31/1991
Scope and Content Note
Gary Alinder interviewed by Reid Condit 12/6/1996

Scope and Content Note


Processes/themes: coming out, antiwar movement, gay liberation, leftist politics, guerrilla theater, acid, lsd, drugs, clone look Groups: Society for Individual Rights [SIR], Gay Liberation Front [GLF], Cockettes Places: New York, East Village, Berkeley, the Fillmore, Castro neighborhood


Geoff Mains interviewed by Gayle Rubin unknown

Scope and Content Note

Copyright to interview held by Gayle Rubin, must get permission in order to use any part of the interview. Processes/Themes: Leather/Levi scene; Sexual Experiences; Fisting; SM; watersports; bondage; kinky sex; fetish; sex play spaces; Bike Runs; Gay Pride; Early Leather Scene (1940s/1950s forward); Eye-play in cruising; World-wide leather affiliations; Uniforms/Club Dress; Night at Menski's; music in sex play space; women in sex play space; Groups: Knights of Malta; Zodiacs; Constantines; Warlocks; Black Rose Leather/Levi Club; Catacombs; Bike Clubs; Social Clubs; Spearhead (Toronto); Barbary Coasters; GDI (God Damned Independents); TAIL (Total Ass Involvement League); C.M.C. (California Motor Club); Satyrs (Los Angeles); Long Island Spuds; FFA (Fist Fuckers of America); AUA (American Uniform Association); Rainbow MC; Oedipus; Wheels MC; Border Riders; Places: Vancouver, Canada; Toronto, Canada; Montreal, Canada; Portland, OR; San Francisco, CA; Boston, MA; Chicago, IL; Seattle, WA; Los Angeles, CA; Castro Bars; South of Market Bars/Clubs; New York, NY People: Mark Chester; Terry Fox; Frank Vall; Steve McEachern (Catacombs owner); Michael Domini; Carl Schultz; Michelle Shiring

George Baxt interview 1979

Scope and Content Note


Scope and Content Note

Processes and themes: childhood, childhood sexuality, foster care, navy, mother relationships, marriage, playwriting, play productions, arts, sex addiction Places: San Jose, Santa Cruz, Hollister, Watsonville, New York, Los Angeles, Tool Box Events: World War II, 'pogey bait', 'Georgey Porgey' People: Carl Mann, Thom Gunn, Oliver Saxe, Tennessee Williams

George Christopher interviewed by Scott Bishop 2/6/1990

Scope and Content Note

Interview with San Francisco Mayor George Christopher; mayor in late 1950s and early 1960s


Scope and Content Note

life history, Chicago


Scope and Content Note

gay male, 1940s, 1950s, education
George Peterson (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 5/19/1983
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

George Roosen interview 3/24/1995
George Sargent interviewed by Allan Berube 8/12/1979
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Gerald (Jerry) Fabian interviewed by Jim Breeden unknown
Scope and Content Note
religion, homophile, Hal Call, theater, arts, 1940s, 1950s, UC Berkeley, expulsion from college, bathhouses, Jack's Baths, Tenderloin, Beats, cruising, bar culture, Chinatown, Castro, Robert Duncan, Allen Ginsberg, Neal Cassady, literature

Gerard Koskovich interviewed by Andrew Dowe 7-22-06
Scope and Content Note
Queer Nation

Ginny Knuth interview 1997
Scope and Content Note
transvestism, transgender

Glen Price interviewed by Jim Duggins 10/23/1994
Scope and Content Note
cruising, bar culture, 1950s, 1960s

Gon Buurman interviewed by Susie Bright 7/1994
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, photography, arts

Gordon Scott interviewed by Duane Kendricks 10/10/1995
Greg Cruikshank interviewed by Paul Gabriel 8/22/1997
Scope and Content Note
1970s, gay male, arts, performers, African-American, black

Hal Call and Sarah Ann Davis interviewed by Jim Breeden unknown
Scope and Content Note
Mattachine Society, gay male, sexuality, homophile

Hal Call interviewed by Dennis Saxman 8/30/1995
Scope and Content Note
homophile, gay male, sexuality, Mattachine Society, publishing

Hal Call interviewed by Martin Meeker 10/13/1998
Scope and Content Note
Mattachine Society, gay male, sexuality, homophile, publishing

Hal Call interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/14/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

GLBT Historical Society oral history collection GLBT-OH


Scope and Content Note

Harvey Milk interviewed by Geoff Mains 1977
Scope and Content Note
Canada, policy, politics

Haviland Ferris (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 5/20/1983
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Scope and Content Note
homophile, 1960s, employment, bar culture, CRH, SIR

Helen Harder interviewed by Allan Berube 5/11/1982
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, South, race, literature, 1940s, World War II, military

Henry Holmes interviewed by Andrew Dowe 8-5-06
Scope and Content Note
Queer Nation

Herb Donaldson interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/2/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Herb Donaldson interviewed by Paul Gabriel 4/19/1997
Scope and Content Note
Central City Poverty Program, legal issues, homophile, Tenderloin, 1960s

Herb Donaldson interviewed by Scott Bishop 2/14/1990
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Herbert Greenspan interviewed by Allan Berube 2/13/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Herbert Greenspan interviewed by Arthur Dong 2/20/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Herbert Greenspan interviewed by Arthur Dong unknown
Scope and Content Note
also interviewed: Max Cole, World War II, military
Herbert Mitgang interviewed by Allan Berube 2/16/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

History Panel Leather interviewed by Gerard Koskovitch 11/17/05
Scope and Content Note
Darryl Flick, Midori, Lee Asplund, Race Bannon, leather, SM, kink, 1980s, 1990s, AIDS

Honey Lee Cottrell interviewed by Susie Bright 1/16/1995
Scope and Content Note
On Our Backs, lesbian, arts, sexuality

Howard (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 12/13/1982
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Ida VSW Red interviewed by Marie Dolcini 3/10/1995
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, arts, performance

Ina Mae Murri interviewed by Lee Jenkins 8/21/1993
Scope and Content Note
1950s, military, lesbian

Isacc Crummey interviewed by Jennifer Stocker 4/18/2001
Scope and Content Note
gay male, arts, photography

J. Dick Friss interviewed by Jim Duggins 10/12/1994 - 10/19/1994
Scope and Content Note
bar culture, 1950s

Scope and Content Note
gay male, arts, military, bar culture

Jack Fertig (Sister Boom Boom) interviewed by Roland Schembari 5/29/1998
Scope and Content Note
civil rights, chicago, race, ethnicity, religion, homophile, gay male, gay liberation, sisters of perpetual indulgence

Scope and Content Note
1940s, 1950s, military

Jack Garnet interviewed by Jim Duggins 10/7/1994
Jack Garnett interviewed by Jim Breeden unknown
Scope and Content Note
literature, publishing, bookstores
Jack Knievel interviewed by Allan Berube 11/6/1982
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Jack Leister interviewed by Len Evans 7/12/1983

Jack Spencer interviewed by Allan Berube 4/6/1981
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Jackie Jones interviewed by Emily Miller 10/12/1994
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, New Orleans, 1950s, 1950s, North Beach, bar culture

Jackie Wilkinson interviewed by Allan Berube 5/28/1982
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Jacquelyn Beyer interviewed by Allan Berube 12/2/1984
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military, lesbian

James (Jim) Straukamp interviewed by Jim Duggins 1/6/1995
Scope and Content Note
gay male, education, religion, 1940s, 1950s

James Perkins interviewed by Allan Berube 2/10/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Jameson Green interviewed by Thyme Siegel 2/24/1993
Jay Levinson interviewed by Roland Schembari 7/12/1997
Scope and Content Note
military, bar culture

Jean Paul Cadinot interview 1985
Scope and Content Note
Interview of unknown provenance and conducted in French and English; pornography, erotica, gay male

Jean Sirius interviewed by Lindsey Perego 9-16-04
Scope and Content Note
Lesbian, photographer, Oakland, Pagan, Catholic, cancer, artist, healthcare, peace movement, hippie era, sex.

Scope and Content Note
oral history methodology, childhood, Judaism, religion, leftist politics, sexual identity, career, marriage, Castro neighborhood, aging, classified ads, San Francisco Women's Building, Artemis Cafe, bisexuality, coming out

Jeff Riguall interview 9/12/1979
Jeffrey Robinson interviewed by Terence Kissack 11/2000
Jeremy Scott interview 6/5/1983
Scope and Content Note
gay male, pornography

Jerry Cerkanowicz interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note

Scope and Content Note
family heritage, ethnicity, 1930s, Los Angeles, San Marino, opera, sexual awakening, education, Berkeley, UC Berkeley, sailors, merchant marine, World War II, venereal disease, Oak Room, bar culture, Black Cat, Beige Room, Finocchios, Mona's, Paper Doll, Chi Chi, Silver Rail, race, racism, bathouses, D'Oak Room, cruising

Jess McVey interviewed by Ida Red May 2003
Scope and Content Note
Transcript is not available through our website, for more information please contact Old Lesbians Organizing for Change (http://www.oloc.org) or http://www.olohp.org/.

Jessica Tanzer interviewed by Susie Bright 1/1995
Scope and Content Note
arts, lesbian, sexuality

Jewelle Gomez interview 10/26/1991
Scope and Content Note
Arts, literature

Jill Anderson interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note

Jill Posener interviewed by Lindsey Peregoff 10-14-04
Scope and Content Note

Scope and Content Note
lesbian, pornography, arts

Jim Conner (Connor) interviewed by Paul Gabriel 5/2/1998
Scope and Content Note
bar culture, Black Cat, motorcycle clubs, gay male, Folsom

Scope and Content Note
gay male, childhood, family, adolescence, religion, education, Chicago, sexuality, military, relationship
Jim Duggins interviewed by Jim Breeden 1995
Scope and Content Note
literature, gay male, physique magazines

Jim Duggins interviewed by Jim Duggins 6/30/1995
Scope and Content Note
military, gay male, bar culture, 1950s, Black Cat

Jim Eilers interviewed by Peter Toscani 1/31/1998
Scope and Content Note
gay liberation, childhood, coming out, military service, monterey, gentrification, ethnicity, family heritage, catholicism, religion, relationships, civil rights movement, AIDS, San Francisco State University, labor unions, migration, George Birimisa, Gay Sunshine, gay male-lesbian relationships, Dignity, racism, drugs (marijuana)

Scope and Content Note
1960s, 1970s, politics, Harvey Milk

Jim Kepner interviewed by Allan Berube 6/2/1981
Scope and Content Note
world war II, bar culture, military

Jim Kirkman interviewed by Jim Duggins 5/7/1995
Scope and Content Note
bar culture, Charles Pierce, Polk Street, Mint

Jim Kuzell interviewed by Allan Berube 6/19/1982
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Jim Roach interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note
White Horse Inn bar patron starting in the 1960s. Oakland. Anti-gay violence.

Jim W (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 4/25/1985
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Jim Wheeler interview 3/18/1995

Jimmy Walters (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 3/14/1984
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Joanne Chadwick interviewed by Paul Gabriel 4/6/1998
Scope and Content Note
religion, family heritage, Glide, activism

Joe Darcy (pseudonym?) interviewed by Allan Berube 6/13/1984
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military
Joe Fera interviewed by Terence Kissack 11/2000
Joe Fort interviewed by Paul Gabriel 7/30/1997
    Scope and Content Note
    homophile, gay male, psychiatry

Joel Fort interviewed by Susan Stryker 7/23/1997
    Scope and Content Note
    homophile, transgender

Joel Hoyer interviewed by Jennifer Stocker 3/29/2001
    Scope and Content Note
    arts, HIV, gay male

John Jones (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 11/20/1983
    Scope and Content Note
    World War II, military

John Smith (Mir Ali Liaquat) interviewed by Radha Raman 2/24/1999
    Scope and Content Note
    Fresno, rural, immigration, education

Jonathan Pan (Pon) interviewed by Lee Jenkins 6/13/1993
    Scope and Content Note
    gay male, military

    Scope and Content Note
    discussion of lesbian photographs from the 1950s

    Scope and Content Note
    discussion of lesbian photographs from the 1950s

    Scope and Content Note
    discussion of lesbian photographs from the 1950s

Jordan 'Fluffy' Green interviewed by Jacob Richards 3-19-05
    Scope and Content Note
    Jordan Green is an African-American queer youth activist. Subjects covered: queer youth activism, queer youth of color, LYRIC, Black Coalition on AIDS, Men Against Patriarchy conference.

Jordan Lee interviewed by Paul Gabriel and Phil Hong 8/10/1995
    Scope and Content Note
    literature, theosophy, homophile

    Scope and Content Note
    aging, gay male, homophile, activism
Jose Sarria interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/15/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile, female impersonator, drag queen

Jose Sarria interviewed by Paul Gabriel 7/9/1997
Scope and Content Note
celebrity, bar culture, drag queens, 1940s, 1950s, female impersonator

Scope and Content Note
American Legion, BANGLE, NGLTF

Judy Helfand interviewed by Andrew Dowe 7-26-06
Scope and Content Note
Queer Nation

Julian Clift and Jim Roach interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note
White Horse Inn bar patron starting in the 1960s. White Horse Inn bartender and patron starting in the 1980s. Oakland.

Julian Clift interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note
White Horse Inn bartender and patron starting in the 1980s. Oakland.

Karl Bruce Knapper interviewed by Andrew Dowe 7-8-06
Scope and Content Note
Queer Nation

Kate Dyer (Dyar) interviewed by Lee Jenkins 1/4/1994
Scope and Content Note
military, lesbian, Zoe Dunning, politics, Sam Nunn, Bill Clinton

Kathy Martinez interviewed by Joanne Castillo 9/25/1981
Scope and Content Note
ethnicity, Latina, lesbian, family, relationships, military

Katie Niles interviewed by Susie Bright and Jill Posener 12/1994
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, feminism, arts, photography

Keiko Ozawa Donna interviewed by Alexis Hall 8-24-06
Scope and Content Note
API

Ken MacLeod interviewed by Jim Duggins 7/22/1995
Scope and Content Note
gay male, religion, 1950s

Ken Wright interviewed by Terence Kissack 7/20/2000
Scope and Content Note
MCC
Kevin Wadsworth interviewed by John Fagundes 3/15/2002
Scope and Content Note
Republican party, politics

Kim Hogg interviewed by Lee Jenkins 6/15/1993
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, military

Kim Washington interviewed by Lee Jenkins 1/14/94
Scope and Content Note
Kim Washington describes her experiences in the army during the 1980s. Military.

Kiss n’ Tell interviewed by Susie Bright 12/4/1994
Scope and Content Note
pornography, erotica, lesbian

Kreemah Ritz interviewed by Paul Gabriel 5/6/1998
Scope and Content Note
gay male

Larry Howell interviewed by Martin Meeker 12/17/1998 - 1/14/1999
Larry Littlejohn interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/17/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Larry Littlejohn interviewed by Scott Bishop 4/27/1990
Larry Lucas interviewed by Ted Rolfs 10/1/1973
Scope and Content Note
1960s, 1970s, media, politics

Larry O’Leno interviewed by Jim Duggins 8/21/1995
Scope and Content Note
performers, music, gay male, relationships

Larry Townsend interviewed by Peter Toscani 3/28/1994
Scope and Content Note
sadomasochism, literature, 1960s, 1970s, Los Angeles

Laurence Jaugey-Paget interviewed by Susie Bright 7/6/1994
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, photography

LaVerne Lennon interview 3/6/1999
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, Fresno, rural, family

Lee Miller and Catherine Parker interviewed by Lee Jenkins 7/26/1993
Scope and Content Note
1950s, military, lesbian
Leonard Matlovich interviewed by Mike Hippler 3/2/1984
Scope and Content Note
gay male, military, legal, AIDS, HIV, activism, politics, religion

Lewis Durham interviewed by Paul Gabriel 7/18/1998
Scope and Content Note
religion, homophile, Glide, 1960s, Council on Religion and the Homosexual (CRH)

Lisa (pseudonym) interviewed by Priscilla Alexander 10/15/1979
Lisa Campbell interviewed by Mary Gray 3/18/1995
Scope and Content Note
queer, lesbian youth

Lisbet (pseudonym) interview 5/8/1991
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Liz Olsen interviewed by Lee Jenkins 2/26/1993
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, military, 1980s

Lois Beebe interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/20/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Lyndall MacCowan interviewed by Jim Breedan unknown
Madeline Tress interviewed by Len Evans 4/16/1983
Scope and Content Note
military, civil service, lesbian, McCarthy Era

Major interviewed by Susan Stryker 01/29/1998
Scope and Content Note
transgender, Jewel Box review

Marie Dolcini interviewed by Lyndall MacCowan 6/10/1996 - 10/24/1996
Marilyn interviewed by Joanne Castillo 10/19/1981
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, relationships, Los Angeles, 1950s, 1960s

Mark Pritchard interviewed by Andrew Dowe 6-22-06
Scope and Content Note
Queer Nation

Martha Asten interviewed by Jason Allen 3/12/1995
Scope and Content Note

Martin Freeman interviewed by Jennifer Stocker 4/26/2001
Scope and Content Note
Art
Martin Stow interviewed by Allan Berube 6/30/1986
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Marvin Liebman interview 2/8/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Marvin Liebman interviewed by Arthur Dong 5/1/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Marvin Liebman interviewed by Arthur Dong and Allan Berube 2/24/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Scope and Content Note
World War II, military, lesbian bars, New York City, abortion, bisexuality, butch-fem, 1930s, Depression.

Mary Toth interviewed by Dawn McCausland 3/18/1995
Scope and Content Note
youth

Mat Kennemer interview 3/18/1995
Maurice Hardy interviewed by Steve Estes 5/29/03
Scope and Content Note

Maurice Loomis interviewed by Allan Berube 2/20/1983
Scope and Content Note
Military, gay male, world war II

Scope and Content Note
education, military, world war II

Max Cole interviewed by Arthur (?) Dong 2/19/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Maynard Smith interviewed by Allan Berube 12/30/1981
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

McLain Charles interviewed by Terence Kissack 5-17-05
Scope and Content Note
Christianity, Presbyterian
Michael Garten interviewed by Allan Berube 2/14/1984
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Michael interviewed by David Olson 2002
  Scope and Content Note
  White Horse Inn bar patron starting in the 1960s. Oakland.


Michael Riddle interviewed by Jennifer Stocker 5/11/2001
  Scope and Content Note
  Art

Michelle (?) interviewed by Allan Berube 3/14/1984
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Monica Kehoe interviewed by Allan Berube and Peg Cruikshank 12/16/1981
  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, military, 1940s, relationships, Mills College, World War II

Morgan Gwenwald interviewed by Susie Bright and Jill Posener ca. 1995
  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, sexuality, sadomasochism

Neal Bate interviewed by Allan Berube 10/20/1981
  Scope and Content Note
  Processes/themes: military, merchant marine, World War II, artists, arts, erotica, bar culture
  People: Paul Cadmus, Bernard McFadden, Rae Bourbon, Carol Davis
  Places: Hollywood

Nello Carlini interviewed by Phil Miller 11/18/1995 - 11/19/1995
  Scope and Content Note

Nicolai Gioscia interviewed by Allan Berube 2/4/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Nicolai Gioscia interviewed by Arthur Dong 2/27/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Nicolai Gioscia interviewed by Arthur Dong unknown
  Scope and Content Note
  Max Cole also interviewed on tape, World War II, military

Nikos Tony Diaman (N. A. Diaman) interviewed by Roland Schembari 1/19/1999 - 5/18/1999
  Scope and Content Note
  gay male, literature, bar culture

Nina Jo Smith interviewed by Cindy Cleary 9/2/1993
Nora Hungate interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note

Norman Sansom interviewed by Allan Berube 8/7/1981
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Oral History Panel interview 10/11/05
Scope and Content Note
Cathy Cade, Nan Alamilla Boyd, Paul Cain, Paul Gabriel, oral history

Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Orvis Bryant interviewed by Jim Duggins 8/15/1994
Scope and Content Note
bar culture, gay male, 1950s, 1960s

Orvis Bryant interviewed by Jim Duggins 8/12/1994 - 8/14/1994
Scope and Content Note
childhood, adolescence, gay male, bar culture

Scope and Content Note

Otto Nancy interviewed by Alexis Hall 8-29-06
Scope and Content Note
API

P. Lin Koko interviewed by Alexis Hall 8-17-06
Scope and Content Note
API

Paige Boger interviewed by Mary Gray 8/3/1995
Scope and Content Note
queer youth

Pam Burwell interviewed by Lee Jenkins 10/10/1993
Scope and Content Note
military, lesbian
Pam Burwell interviewed by Penelope Gleeson 9/7/1993
Scope and Content Note
military, lesbian, 1980s

Scope and Content Note
lesbian, military, 1940s, 1950s

Scope and Content Note
lesbian, Mexico, bar culture

Pat Bond interviewed by Allan Berube 9/30/1990
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Pat Bond interviewed by Allan Berube 5/18/1981
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military, lesbian

Pat Sousa interviewed by Roland Schembari 11/4/1999
Scope and Content Note
Hayward, suburban, gay male

Patty Colucci interviewed by Chante Richardson 3/4/1999
Scope and Content Note
Fresno, lesbian, family, children, employment, rural

Paul (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 9/8/1992
Scope and Content Note
Germany, World War II, military

Paul Coates interviewed by Martin Meeker 7/29/1999
Scope and Content Note
Discussion of a proto-gay riot that happened in New Orleans in 1954 or 1955, New Orleans, arts, politics

Paul Goercke interviewed by Paul Gabriel 8/22/1995
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Paul Goercke interviewed by Paul Gabriel and Phil Hong 8/22/1995
Scope and Content Note
religion, homophile, bar culture, 1950s, 1960s, North Beach

Paul Wonner interviewed by Everett Erlandson 7/4/1994
Paula Lichtenberg interviewed by Martin Meeker 5/16/1998
Scope and Content Note
activism, migration, 1970s, lesbian
Perry Wood interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note

Perry Wood interviewed by David Olson 2002
Scope and Content Note

Pete King (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 3/20/1986
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Peter Tatone interviewed by Paul Gabriel 8/24/1995
Phil Conway interviewed by Terence Kissack 10/30/2000 -
Phil Miller interviewed by Jim Duggins 10/24/1995
Scope and Content Note
adolescence, gay male, religion, 1960s, 1970s

Scope and Content Note
New York City, adolescence, New Orleans, 1950s, 1960s

Phillis Abry (Phillis Kaplan) interview 2/19/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Phillis Abry (Phillis Kaplan) interviewed by Arthur (?) Dong 3/11/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Phillis Abry (Phillis Kaplan) interviewed by Arthur Dong 4/8/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Phyllis Christopher interviewed by Lindsey Peregoff 9-30-04
Scope and Content Note
Lesbian, photography, erotic photography.

Phyllis Christopher interviewed by Susie Bright 10/19/1994
Scope and Content Note
On Our Backs, lesbian, sexuality, feminism

Phyllis Lyon and Del Martin interviewed by Nan Alamilla Boyd 12/2/92
Scope and Content Note
Daughters of Bilitis, homophile, lesbian, 1950s, 1960s, Mattachine Society, bar culture, Council on Religion and the Homosexual

Phyllis Lyon and Del Martin interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/19/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile, Daughters of Bilitis
Pic Hill interviewed by Joanne Castillo 2/10/1982
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

  Scope and Content Note
  University of Missouri, 1940s, 1950s, gay male, military

  Scope and Content Note
  People: Paul Monette, Jack Fertig, Ray Broshears, Chuck Morris, George Moscone, Harvey Milk, Diane Feinstein, John Barbagleta, Robert Hillsborough, Bill Krause, Randy Bobby Campbell, Pat Norman, Artie Bressan, Larry Lee, Sylvia Chase, Tom Nettles, John Wahl
  Places: the Stud, Polk Street, Castro neighborhood, Pacific Center Processes/themes: media coverage, journalism
  Events: AIDS, bath house closures, Harvey Milk's death, White Night riots, Anita Bryant campaign, Orange Tuesday, 1975 election, Gay Pride Parades
  Groups/businesses: Butterfly Brigade, Bay Area Reporter, Sentinel, Shanti Foundation, Media Alliance, National Gay and Lesbian Journalist Association, Harvey Milk Democratic Club, Bay Area Gay Liberation

Raymond Devine interviewed by Allan Berube 4/4/1982
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Raymond Mailloux interviewed by Allan Berube 5/16/1983
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Raymond Myers interviewed by Allan Berube 3/18/1984
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Reba Hudson interviewed by Jim Breeden 8/23/1995
  Scope and Content Note
  North Beach, 1950s, 1960s, bar culture

Reba Hudson interviewed by Joanne Castillo 1981
  Scope and Content Note
  North Beach, 1950s, 1960s, bar culture, lesbian

Rebecca de Winter (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 3/15/1984
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Rebecca de Winter (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube and Arthur Dong 3/6/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military
Rebecca de Winter (pseudonym) interviewed by Arthur Dong 4/10/1993
Scope and Content Note
military, world war II, gay male, bar culture

Regina Elizabeth McQueen interviewed by Susan Stryker 7/17/1997
Scope and Content Note
transgender, transsexuality, 1960s, 1970s, prostitution, bar culture

Richard (also known as Dirk Vanden) Fullmer interviewed by Robert Praeger 3/17/2001
Scope and Content Note
literature

Richard (Feldman Eugene) Bernstein interviewed by Allan Berube and John D’Emilio
1/2/1982
Scope and Content Note
Religion, Judaism, World War II, Ethnicity, Civil Rights, Literature, military

Richard Gayer interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/18/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Richard Hongisto interviewed by Scott Bishop 5/2/1990
Richard McClure interviewed by Allan Berube 3/12/1979
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Richard Plant interviewed by Allan Berube 5/25/1983
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Rick Gerharter interviewed by Martin Meeker 4/15/1998
Scope and Content Note
migration, photography, 1970s, 1980s

Rick Stokes interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/19/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Rita Nieto interviewed by Jennifer Stocker 5/2/2001
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, arts

Robert (Bob) A. Smith interviewed by Andrew Dowe 8-1-06
Scope and Content Note
Queer Nation

Robert (pseudonym) Green interviewed by Allan Berube 3/10/1982
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military
Scope and Content Note
gay male, arts, performance

Robert Cromey interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/16/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Robert Cromey interviewed by Paul Gabriel 8/7/1997
Scope and Content Note
1950s, 1960s, homophile, religion, Council on Religion and the Homosexual (CRH)

Robert Cromey interviewed by Scott Bishop 4/23/1990
Scope and Content Note
gay male, education, childhood, 1950s, Hawaii, bar culture

Robert Fleischer interviewed by Allan Berube 4/26/1983
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Robert Gervais (psued) interviewed by Allan Berube 3/18/1984
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Robert Ricks interview 2/4/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Robert Ricks interviewed by Allan Berube 11/29/1985
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Robert Ricks interviewed by Arthur Dong 2/24/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Robert Weeks interview 2/3/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Roberta Bobba interviewed by Joanne Castillo 10/22/1981
Scope and Content Note
Places: Mona's, Paper Doll, Ann's 440, Campground
People: Johnny Mathis, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Willie Schwartz, Madelyn Gleason
Processes/themes: Lesbian bar culture, 1940s, 1950s

Roberts Joel interviewed by Daniel Bao 12-28-89
Scope and Content Note
Stanford Gay Student Union, Tenderloin, Haight Ashbury, Peninsula Gay Switchboard
Robin Greiner interviewed by Kathryn Stephens 2/19/1999
  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, relationships, parenthood, rural, Fresno

Rochelle Robinson interviewed by Lee Jenkins 1/3/1994
  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, military

  Scope and Content Note
  1940s, 1950s, 1960s, travel, military

Romeo Heureux interviewed by Roland Schembari 10/1/1998
  Scope and Content Note
  gay press, activism, Dignity, religion

Romy Suskin interviewed by Susie Bright 1/1995
  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, photography

  Scope and Content Note
  ethnicity, gay male, Los Angeles

  Scope and Content Note
  Homophile

  Scope and Content Note
  gay male, North Beach, bar culture

Rusty Brown interviewed by Len Evans 7/7/1983
  Scope and Content Note
  New York, 1930s, bar culture, military

Ruth Mahaney interviewed by Lyndall MacCowan 8/19/1993
Samuel Steward interviewed by Len Evans 7/2/1983
  Scope and Content Note
  1930s, 1940s, 1950s, Kinsey, Gertrude Stein, Chicago

Sandy (pseudonym) interviewed by Priscilla Alexander 9/26/1979 - 10/22/1979
Sandy Lange interviewed by Lee Jenkins 6/26/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, military

  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, military, World War II, 1940s, bar culture
Sarah Davis interview 9/10/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Sarah Davis interviewed by Arthur (?) Dong 3/4/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Sarah Davis interviewed by Jim Breeden
  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, North Beach

Sarria Jose and Jack Garnett interview unknown
  Scope and Content Note
  female impersonation, drag queen

Sepia (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 3/14/1984
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Shari Cohen interviewed by Susie Bright 1/1995
  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, sexuality, arts

Shilo McCabe interviewed by Lindsey Peregoff 10-09-04
  Scope and Content Note
  Lesbian, photography, 1990s, coming out.

Shirley Carter interviewed by Jennifer Stocker 5/2/2001
  Scope and Content Note
  Art

  Scope and Content Note
  immigration, ethnicity, 1930s, 1940s, 1950s, education

Som Indigo interviewed by Alexis Hall 8-16-06
  Scope and Content Note
  API

Stafford interviewed by Lee Jenkins 9/21/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  lesbian, military

Stan Carlow interviewed by Allan Berube 8/24/1981
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military
Stanley Phillips interviewed by Allan Berube 7/29/1982
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

  Scope and Content Note
  Processes/themes: childhood, sexual awakening, gay bashing, violence, education, high school, college, safe sex, relationships, dating
  Places: University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Stephen Blair interviewed by Allan Berube 4/12/1991
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Stephen Litzenberger and Chris Decker (1) interviewed by David Olson 2002
  Scope and Content Note
  White Horse Inn bar patrons starting in the 1970s. Oakland.

Stephen Litzenberger and Chris Decker (2) interviewed by David Olson 2002
  Scope and Content Note
  White Horse Inn bar patrons starting in the 1970s. Oakland.

Steve Tonkavich (Tonkovich) interviewed by Paul Gabriel 4/20/1994
  Scope and Content Note
  gay male, military, 1950s, bar culture

Steven Feeback interviewed by Allan Berube 2/17/1982
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Stew (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 11/2/1982
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Stuart Loomis interviewed by Allan Berube 3/24/1980
  Scope and Content Note
  military, gay male, world war II

Stuart Loomis interviewed by Allan Berube 2/8/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  military, gay male, world war II

Stuart Loomis interviewed by Arthur Dong 3/11/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  military, gay male, world war II

Stuart Loomis interviewed by Arthur Dong 6/16/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  military, gay male, world war II
Stuart Loomis interviewed by Jim Breedan unknown
Scope and Content Note
literature, world war II

Stuart Loomis interviewed by Jim Duggins 7/26/1995 - 8/6/1995
Scope and Content Note
print culture, sexuality, erotica, pornography, gay male, physique, photography

Scope and Content Note
military, gay male, world war II, bar culture

Scope and Content Note
military, gay male, world war II

Suzan Cooke interviewed by Susan Stryker 1/10/1998
Scope and Content Note
transgender, transsexuality, activism, Harry Benjamin, counterculture, Haight-Ashbury, Berkeley, Tenderloin, Elliot Blackstone

Ted McIlvenna interviewed by Paul Gabriel 9/26/1996
Scope and Content Note
Homophile

Ted Rolfs interviewed by Allan Berube 6/5/1980
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Ted Rolfs interviewed by Len Evans 1983
Scope and Content Note
1930s, 1940s, merchant marine, politics, labor, McCarthy Era

Tedosio Samora interviewed by Steve Estes 6/6/03
Scope and Content Note

Tee Corinne (Corrine) interviewed by Susie Bright 11/12/1994
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, arts, photography, sexuality, feminism

Terence Kissack interviewed by David Harrell 7/5/2000
Terri De La Pena interview 5/2/1992
Terri Pollari interviewed by Doreen McCauley 3/2/1999
Scope and Content Note
Fresno, lesbian, relationship

Terry Baum interviewed by Marie Dolcini 3/13/1995
Scope and Content Note
Processes/themes: sexual awakening, artists, audiences, dyke-speak, linguistics, gay bashing, mural painting Places: Women's Building People: Jane Alexander, Erin Blackwell, Lenny Bruce, Caryl Churchill
Tex or JR (pseudonym) interviewed by Len Evans unknown
Scope and Content Note
1940s, 1950s, theater, performance, France, McCarthy Era

Thomas Cahill interviewed by Paul Gabriel 7/28/1997
Scope and Content Note
policing, 1950s, 1960s, bar culture, legal issues, family heritage, heterosexuality, homophile

Thomas Cahill interviewed by Scott Bishop 2/8/1990
Scope and Content Note
Cahill was Chief of Police in San Francisco in the late 1950s and in the 1960s; policing, counterculture, legal issues

Scope and Content Note
Military, McCarthism, long-term relationships, marriage, the Castro, San Francisco in the 1960s, Harvey Milk, Republican Party, Ray Broshears, mental hospital.

Thomas Walton Christensen interviewed by Terence Kissack 11/2000
Scope and Content Note
adolescence, coming out, relationships, AIDS

Tim Harrison interview 3/18/1995
Scope and Content Note
queer youth

Tim Kingston interviewed by Andrew Dowe 6-26-06
Scope and Content Note
Queer Nation

Todd Fay-Long interviewed by Mary Gray 3/18/1995
Scope and Content Note
youth

Scope and Content Note
Monterey, San Francisco State University (SFSU)

Scope and Content Note
religion, New York, politics, politicians, San Mateo County, discrimination

Tom Ramirez interviewed by Martin Meeker 4/22/1998
Scope and Content Note
migration, latino, ethnicity, San Francisco, Los Angeles

Tom Reddy interviewed by Allan Berube 6/15/1985
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military
Tom Reddy interviewed by Arthur Dong 6/16/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Tom Reddy interviewed by Arthur Dong 3/12/1993
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Tom Redmon interviewed by Len Evans 5/17/1984
  Scope and Content Note
  1950s, race, black, african-american, bar culture, McCarthy Era

Tom Reilly interviewed by Dori Friend 1994
  Scope and Content Note
  professionals, Digital Queers, activism, gay male

Toni Lee Besinger interviewed by Jennifer Stocker 4/18/2001
  Scope and Content Note
  Processes/themes: coming out, sexual identity, family, arts, struggle, lesbian, youth

Tony (Tani de Molina) Manriquez interviewed by Don Romesburg 10/15/2000
  Scope and Content Note
  female impersonators, sex workers, ethnicity, 1950s, 1960s, Finocchios

Valerie Victoria Valverde interviewed by Monique Loner 3/11/1999
  Scope and Content Note
  Fresno, lesbian

Vanessa Oddo interviewed by Desire Cortes 3/17/1999
  Scope and Content Note
  Fresno, rural, lesbian, religion

Vaughn Bearski interviewed by Kellye Galbraith 3/13/1999
  Scope and Content Note
  Fresno, lesbian

Vincent (pseudonym) interviewed by Allan Berube 3/19/1982
  Scope and Content Note
  World War II, military

Vivian Lopez interview 2004
  Scope and Content Note
  Transgender, Latina, nightclubs (Esta Noche)
Walter Bates interview
Scope and Content Note
Walter Bates lived in Long Beach, California from 1954 to 1960. He recounts his sexual activities with sailors from the Naval Base that he picked up on the 'run,' a strip of highway between downtown and the base. Military.

Scope and Content Note
media, gay male, migration

Warner Jepson interviewed by Jim Duggins 10/30/1994 - 12/14/1994
Scope and Content Note
religion, 1950s, opera

Warner Jepson interviewed by Paul Gabriel and Phil Hong 8/17/1995
Scope and Content Note
neighborhoods, bar culture, North Beach

Wendy Chapkis interviewed by Susie Bright 2/7/1995
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, photography, arts

Will Doherty interviewed by Andrew Dowe 8-2-06
Scope and Content Note
Queer Nation

William Cavada interviewed by Andrew Dowe 7-20-06
Scope and Content Note
Queer Nation

William E. Houston interviewed by Jim Duggins 6/12/1995
Scope and Content Note
erotica, pornography, sexuality

Scope and Content Note
Bars, Imperial Court, military

Scope and Content Note
1940s, 1950s, military, gay male

Willie Walker interviewed by Terence Kissack 5/14/03
Scope and Content Note
Born in 1943, Willie Walker founded the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender Historical Society and served for many years as the Society's archivist. He was active in Gay and Lesbian Studies and had a particular interest in the history of erotica and Physique photography. Keywords: Montana, archives, Borrowed Times, Morning Due, socialism, Pride Parade, Men Against Sexism, erotica, NAMBLA

Willy Wilkinson interviewed by Alexis Hall 8-25-06
Scope and Content Note
API
Willyce Kim interview 9/9/1991
Scope and Content Note
queer writers, authors

Win Cottrell interviewed by Joanne Castillo 11/17/1979
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, 1950s

Win Cottrell interviewed by Joanne Castillo 2/3/1980
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, 1950s

Winifred Briggs interviewed by Lee Jenkins 11/3/1993
Scope and Content Note
Processes: military, AA, US Army Nurses, relationships, 1940s, 1950s, World War II, lesbian
Places: England (WWII), Korea

Winn Ted interviewed by Steve Estes 6/25/03
Scope and Content Note
Veterans

Woodie Wilson interviewed by Allan Berube 12/21/1983
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Wyman Pendleton interviewed by Allan Berube 2/8/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Wyman Pendleton interviewed by Arthur Dong 2/19/1993
Scope and Content Note
World War II, military

Yogi Gonzales interviewed by Carlos Navarro 2/27/1999
Scope and Content Note
also known as Albert Dana Gonzales

Zoe Dunning interviewed by Lee Jenkins 6/13/1993
Scope and Content Note
lesbian, military, family, Janet Reno, legal issues